
Monday March 16 Governing Board Meeting

Attendance:
George, Jean Bahle, Kristin Mayer, Paul Arnold, Amy Preston (chair), 
Win Irwin, James Taylor, Steve Depolo
Virtual: Kathy Higgins, Katie Mitchell, Shellie Jeffries, Geoff Kempter, 
Will Gallmeyer (left early, could not hear), Brad Miller (on phone)
Guest: Virginia Anzengruber, Christopher Roe, Buzz Wynbeck 

Amy call to meeting

Guest comments:
Buzz appreciated online service, timely, and inspiring

Virginia:
Preparing for possibly shutting down the building.
Virtual service was great. A few people put it together very quickly. 
Daily email will be prepared that would include spiritual moments and 
daily updates. We will move everything online and keep everything in 
one voice. We will share with senior living communities with content that 
can be printed and shared with members there. Meet people where they 
are. Different content everyday.
If Sunday on Tuesday is not happening because of the facilities are on 
lockdown, we want to keep connected with them.
The content would be a cohesive and singular stream, not from a 
singular person— would be collaboration. The proposed newsletter 
schedule would be evenings Sundays-Thursdays, with an additional 
Friday Flash newsletter delivered to inboxes Friday morning.

Kathy pointed out the date on top of last months minutes needed to be 
corrected.
Paul moved to approve as amended. George seconded.
Motion passed



Staff report - See ET report

Stewardship committee (Paul)
No new pledges, a few people made donations on virtual service but not 
much
$35,000 short on budgeted pledges.

Financials (Win)
We are running ahead on our revenue numbers.
We have reduced borrowing from ourselves.
Two projected over budget items: technical support since Conor had 
been coming Fridays for visiting school groups.
Instrument repair: piano and organ repair.
Sources and uses of funds: Pastors A fund, Pastor B, and discretionary 
fund - looking to understand better
$236,248 in savings - we are looking for better ways to invest.
We are looking through insurance policy to determine our assets.
Written notes:

1. We reviewed the February financial statements.

1. There are no major variances to the budget.

2. Through February, we have income over expense of 
$45,372.81.

3. We have reduced our ‘borrowing from ourselves’ from 
$102,307 at the end of December to $24,781.62 at the end 
of February.

2. We discussed two budget lines that we anticipate will go over 
budget:



1. Technical support - due to Conor’s present for the Samaritas 
group on Fridays. Discussed possible fund-raising to make 
up for extra expenses.

2. Instrument Repair - we have some immediate organ repairs 
that will take us over budget, and we are looking at funds 
that might help alleviate this overrun.

3. We discussed the sources and uses of three funds - Pastor’s A, 
Pastor’s B, and the Senior Minister Discretionary Fund. In 
preparation for a new Senior Minister, we thought it wise to better 
understand these funds.

4. We will review options to better invest the $236,248 in the savings 
account. This has not been used in years and we may be able to 
earn some income on the extra reserve account.

5. Lastly, we reviewed the assets listed on our insurance policy. We 
list $25,175,000 for the building, $4,531,700 for personal property, 
and $248,550 for Minister’s business property replacement cost. 
We will be asking the insurance company for their documentation 
for these amounts, in anticipation of our work to list our major 
assets. 

Geoff: Were the savings missing from our reports?
James: Are we anticipating that donations will be low, what adjustments 
might be needed?
Win: too early to tell. Fred: most pledges come in mail and bank 
account not plates. 
James: so, social action will take hit? Fred: yes



Virginia: thinks we could get more online donations if we give something 
for that. Stuff we could give (old posters, coffee mugs, etc) to increase 
revenue

Motion to accept financial report from Jean:
James second
Motion passes

New business 
Geoff: kudos to staff for virtual service. We need to add “donate now” 
button.
Kristin: do we need to approve Virginia’s daily email program?
Fred: that is operations, let staff go unless there is an objection. Going 
from a church that says ‘you all come’ to ‘we will go to you’. We will be 
tweaking as we go to adjust.

Paul: will a live voice be on the phone line if someone calls?
Amy: if we close the building?
Fred: We work remotely already. Most groups that use the building have 
already gone on hiatus. AA still using the building. Not accepting new 
groups. We are not closing the building yet. 
Fred: doesn’t want to forward phone calls since calls come in at all 
times.
Through a discussion -  a decision was made to post that building is 
closed to the public unless by appointment. Staff will be free to work 
from home or at Fountain Street Church office.
Win: no church meetings. Part of this is encouraging the right 
behaviors. 

George: shortage on funding? Paul: fund raising events have to be 
postponed. We will need to revisit in the fall.

Jean: how can we find out if someone needs groceries delivered, etc.



Virginia: link for assistance on front page.

James: Two meetings ago had close session that we were going 
discuss personnel issues. 
Amy: the plan is to return to those after the first quarter is closed, would 
be April

Win motion to adjourn
Second: Steve
Motion passed 


